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1 Introduction
This paper describes the process developed by Binghamton Uni-
versity Libraries to extract embedded metadata from digital pho-
tographs and transform this metadata into descriptive metadata for
use in the Libraries’ digital preservation system.
In 2011, the Libraries implemented the Rosetta digital preserva-
tion system to preserve digitized and born-digital materials. The
Libraries’ are working to preserve a variety of digital objects in-
cluding items located in the Special Collections and Archives, as
well as faculty and student research, and materials produced by the
University’s Office of Communications and Marketing. At the same
time, the Libraries’ implemented the Primo discovery tool to bring
together the digital collections in Rosetta, bibliographic holdings
from our integrated library system, and data from other sources. The
Libraries’ have been working to preserve a variety of digital collec-
tions including items located in the Special Collections and Archives,
as well as faculty and student research, and materials produced by
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the University’s Office of Communications and Marketing.
Each object that is deposited in the digital preservation system is
accompanied by descriptive and technical metadata. Binghamton
University Libraries uses the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set
(DCMES) to record this metadata. We have found that DCMES is
flexible and accommodates most needs and use over fifty of the
DCMES elements and qualifiers. For large photographic collections,
the Libraries creates most of the DCMES metadata by transforming
and enhancing metadata that has been embedded into the pho-
tographs.
2 The Project
2.1 Scope
The Libraries are currently working with the University’s photogra-
pher to preserve and provide access to over 350,000 digital images.
Most of these images depict events (including athletic events, Home-
coming, and Commencement) that are of historical and immediate
social value to the University community. The photographer’s im-
ages are used widely in marketing and outreach materials, and on
the University’s website. Owing to volume of photographs, as well
as to budgetary and other constraints, it is not possible to have li-
brary staff inspect and create a complete descriptive metadata record
for each photograph, so the Libraries needed to explore different
options.
Each of photographer’s images contains embedded technical
metadata (file format, date and time, etc.) and additionally, many
of the files also include basic descriptive information supplied by
the photographer, such as name, keywords and description. Us-
ing this basic metadata as a starting point, librarians were able to
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create an automated process to reformat and enhance the available
descriptive information, crosswalk it to the DCMES, and map the
photographer’s keywords to controlled subject terms.
2.2 Literature Review
2.2.1 Digital preservation
The Digital Preservation Coalition describes digital preservation as
a “series of managed activities necessary to ensure continued access
to digital materials for as long as necessary [. . . ] beyond the limits
of media failure or technological change»(Digital Preservation Coali-
tion). While digital preservation involves a great deal of technology
it is not merely a technical problem. As the National Library of
New Zealand’s Steve Knight has commented, «Digital preservation
requires interaction with all the organisation’s processes and pro-
cedures». (Knight) Digital Preservation cannot be «accomplished
in isolation by staff in remote parts of the institution unfamiliar
with the mission, goals, users, content, and culture of the organiza-
tion»(Corrado and Moulaison). Because digital objects can only be
read with software, having information, or metadata, about digital
objects «is a key factor for ensuring the long-term access of digital
resources»(Gelaw, Hastings, and Hartman).
2.2.2 Metadata
Metadata are the elements used to describe resources for the pur-
poses of discovery, rights management and preservation. According
to the National Information Standards Organization (NISO), «Meta-
data is often called data about data or information about informa-
tion»(National Information Standards Organization (NISO)). This
is a common but not the most useful definition. Metadata assist
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users in identifying, authenticating and contextualizing data, data
sets and other digital resources as well as to describe the structural
relationships within and between these materials. Metadata are
used to define permissions — access rights, sharing, re-use and
re-distribution policies — as well as the technical requirements for
viewing, accessing or preserving born digital and/or digitized ob-
jects.
Within library and information science literature, metadata for
digital collections is often divided into categories based on function.
Some authors present three main types of metadata, NISO and Miller
(Metadata for digital collections) list administrative (inclusive of rights,
technical and preservation metadata), descriptive and structural
metadata; Gilliland-Swetland (Introduction to metadata: Setting the
stage) and the Getty’s Introduction to Metadata (Getty Research
Institute) define five categories and others give four (Corrado and
Moulaison, p. 113). Despite this variation, overlap and indecision
about which kind of metadata belongs in which category, as Corrado
and Moulaison observe, «In truth, it really does not matter which
category metadata is assigned as long as necessary metadata is
provided, consistently created and input, and accessible through the
system»(, p. 114).
In this project, our primary concern was capturing and creating
descriptive metadata. Descriptive metadata records the attributes
of a resource; it provides both intellectual access to content and
access points by which users can discover digital materials. Of the
different schemas or sets of fields that can be used to make up a meta-
data record, the DCMES is perhaps the most widely used. DCMES
includes 15 core elements, plus a number of refinements (Dublin
Core Metadata Initiative). Developed to describe born digital docu-
ments, DCMES was designed to sufficiently record the most basic
units of information needed to facilitate basic enduser tasks (Coyle).
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Despite its simplicity and extreme flexibility, use of standards like
DCMES and controlled vocabularies like Library of Congress Subject
Headings (LCSH) or Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) Type
Vocabulary ensures the quality of metadata across collections and
institutions.
2.2.3 Strategies for dealing with big digital photo collections
While big data is widely discussed, managing and describing big
photos is not. Large photographic collections, whether digitized
or born digital, present a unique challenge to librarians. Often
undescribed entirely or undescribed at the item level, librarians must
grapple first with the volume of photographs and secondly with
the question of how to re-contextualize, generate access points, and
determine the origins and technical specifications of these images.
Or more broadly, how does one best create full metadata records for
these objects?
Much of the literature focuses on the issue of metadata creation
— metadata workflows and their efficiency, evaluating the quality
of the metadata produced and finding a balance between the two.
The need to streamline metadata workflows and shift the burden
of work of specialists is an interest or concern noted by many. Of
late, consensus has risen around the principle of «more product, less
process»developed and forwarded by Mark A. Greene and Dennis
Meissner with respect to physical collections (Greene and Meissner).
Greene and Meissner encourage archivists to do «the least we can do
to get the job done in a way that is adequate to user needs, now and
in the future»(, p. 240). In response many institutions are exploring
and employing strategies for automating at least some steps within
metadata workflows. Among the solutions and tools being used
are: crowdsourcing (Raymond); education, i.e. encouraging image
creators to embed descriptive and rights metadata (Keough and
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Wolfe); facial recognition software (Banerjee and Anderson); and the
extraction and reuse of embedded metadata (Walsh, “Repurposing
embedded image metadata for DSpace batch loading (XMP to CSV
to DSpace Dublin Core)”; “Automated reuse of embedded image
metadata for the Knowledge Bank”).
2.2.4 Workflow
While our focus is on how large sets of images are processed within
the Libraries, it is important to note that the workflow actually be-
gins before the images are received. After shooting an event, the
photographer’s first task is to review and select his best images. Of
the photographs he selects, the photographer uses photo editing soft-
ware, in this case Photoshop, to update the file names and adds some
basic descriptive and rights information to the photographs. Most
of this information is assigned to all or many of the photographs in
a given set (i.e. collection or sub-collection); however, when there is
an especially fine photograph, he will supply additional keywords
and/or perhaps a unique description. Although some of descrip-
tive metadata that we wanted to use was already in DCMES, the
data that was entered into each field did not conform the Libraries’
metadata best practices. Consequently, beyond the extraction of the
embedded metadata, further processing was still required.
After receiving the image files from the photographer in TIFF
format, the first step is to review the embedded metadata and deter-
mine which of the fields should be retained and how they will map
to the Libraries’ local DCMES set. Specific information or fields not
included in the photographer’s embedded metadata must also be
identified in order to add them later.
After making these determinations, librarians need to consider
how they want the data in each of the metadata fields to appear and
how to reformat the data if necessary. From the embedded metadata,
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librarians are able to populate the DCMES Format Medium, Creator,
Description, Date Created, and various subject fields. The librar-
ians also want to add collection-specific metadata, including the
collection and sub-collection names, rights, and license information.
Some of this information did appear in the photographer’s embed-
ded metadata; however, owing to inconsistent formatting and other
issues, it was easier to discard and recreate this information than it
was to reformat it. Additionally the file names associated with each
photograph are read in from the file system and used to populate
the DCMES Identifier field. Lastly, the embedded metadata does not
include titles for the images, so the sub-collection names are used as
the title for each of the images within a given set.
After determining the metadata mappings, reformatting the data
and adding new fields, the next task is to map the embedded key-
words to controlled subject headings. The photographer aided this
process greatly having had the foresight to apply consistent key-
words. The Libraries have formalized these keywords to create a
keyword-mapping table for use in describing University materials
in the digital preservation system.
In order to create the keyword mapping table, librarians ex-
tracted the embedded keywords from the first set of photographs,
listed them in the order of the frequency, and isolated the terms deter-
mined to be of most value to endusers in search and retrieval. These
keywords are then mapped to the appropriate Library of Congress
Subject Headings (LCSH), Thesaurus for Graphic Materials (TGM),
and Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN) headings. If a
photograph has not been assigned keywords, generic LCSH (e.g.,
State University of New York at Binghamton–Pictorial works) are
added to the metadata. With each new load of photographs this pro-
cess is repeated and new terms are added to the keyword mapping
table.
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While this process initially seems like a lot of work and some
may question the value of it, given the volume of photographs the
Libraries are processing, it can be viewed as an investment. The
librarians are able to produce accurate, consistent and complete
descriptive metadata records, which can then be integrated and
indexed with metadata from other sources, and ultimately made
discoverable by endusers. After all, while «preservation is critical
for us, so is retrieval»(Corrado and Card). No matter how well a
digital preservation system preserves a file it makes no sense to put
digital objects into a system if one cannot find them later.
2.2.5 Technical Details
As part of a project’s initial setup, librarians created a project specific
metadata form, inclusive of all the DCMES fields being used, and a
DCMES mapping table within the digital preservation system. This
mapping table is used to map external metadata to the appropriate
fields within the system. For the University’s photograph collection,
the systems librarian created shell scripts to extract the basic em-
bedded metadata from the individual photographs; a second script
compares this metadata to the keyword mapping table and maps or
assigns controlled subject terms. The complete DCMES metadata is
then written to a Comma-Separated Value (CSV) formatted text file
that can be deposited into the digital preservation system. This CSV
file is then uploaded, along with the original photographs, into the
digital preservation system.
When we first looked at the embedded metadata using various
tools, we found that there were multiple metadata schemas in use
but they did not all provide the same information. It was determined
that the most useful descriptive metadata was stored either in Exif
or as XMP using DCMES. In order to extract the metadata we used
ExifTool an application designed «for reading, writing and editing
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meta information in a wide variety of files».1
Although there was some DCMES metadata embedded into the
photographs, this metadata still needed to be processed for various
reasons so that it would conform to the Libraries’ best practices. For
example, the photographer name was stored in all capital letters
with first name first but the Libraries best practices were to store
the names with standard name capitalization and in last name, first
name order. Ultimately the fields we extracted from the embedded
metadata or gathered otherwise from the images included filename,
file type, file mime type, date created, image size, creator, descrip-
tion, and keywords. The most challenging task was in figuring out
how to make the automatic mapping of keywords happen. After
the creator keywords were mapped to controlled vocabulary terms
and the keyword mapping table was created, the systems librarian
created a shell script that reads in the keywords that were extracted
from the photographs and compares them to the mapping table.
The script then outputs the appropriate controlled vocabulary terms.
The script also deduplicates the controlled subject terms assigned to
each metadata record as there are cases where multiple keywords
or variations of a single keyword map to the same controlled term.
Besides mapping these keywords to controlled subject fields, the
original keywords in the embedded metadata are also ingested into
the digital preservation system in order to provide «a fuller rep-
resentation of the intellectual content of information objects and
ultimately improve subject access for the users»(Zavalina). Addi-
tionally, the script also creates or transforms other metadata that is
to be ingested into the digital preservation system. This includes
replacing certain types of information such rights statements, refor-
matting dates, and moving information from one field to another as
defined by the Libraries’ best practices. Figure ?? on page ?? shows
1«ExifTool by Phil Harvey», http://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca/~phil/exiftool.
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the workflow for the initial set-up of this project.
Figure 1: Workflow for Initial Set-Up
.
For subsequent sets of photos, the only steps requiring manual inter-
vention are extracting and identifying any new keywords that might
not have existed in earlier sets, updating the keyword mapping
table, and finally loading the images and metadata into the digital
preservation system. As shown in Figure 2 on the next page, the
workflow for subsequent loads is less involved because much of the
initial set-up does not need to be repeated. Once the metadata and
the photographs are deposited into the digital preservation system,
the metadata needs to be harvested by the Primo discovery layer
software. This is done using Primo’s Open Archives Initiative Pro-
tocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) harvester that has been
customized to harvest metadata from the Libraries’ digital preserva-
tion system. OAI-PMH is designed to be «a low-barrier mechanism
for repository interoperability»(Open Archives Initiative Protocol for
Metadata Harvesting). In order to satisfy the need for low-barrier
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Figure 2: Workflow for Subsequent Loads
.
interoperability, OAI-PMH mandates that «repositories must be able
to return records with metadata expressed in the Dublin Core format,
without any qualification»(Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Meta-
data Harvesting). This creates a least common denominator problem
where a great deal of specificity may be lost. Although «optionally,
a repository may also disseminate other formats of metadata»(Open
Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting) this does not al-
ways happen and even when it does the additional formats may
not be useful to the system harvesting the metadata. By default, the
Libraries’ digital preservation system did not publish the metadata
in qualified DCMES; therefore the OAI-PMH provider portion of the
digital preservation system and Primo’s OAI-PMH harvester had to
be modified to include the qualified fields that librarians wanted to
expose to endusers. Likewise, Primo’s OAI-PMH harvester, which
by default did not understand qualified DCMES had to be modified
so it could properly harvest the metadata records from the digital
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preservation system. Since we had control of both systems this task
was not difficult but this could be a challenge in other environments
where librarians don’t control both ends of the system and/or for
those who are attempting to federate metadata from multiple sys-
tems where «metadata quality in relation to interoperability are
especially pronounced»(Park).
3 Conclusion
As this process is refined and is considered for use with other digital
collections, it has become apparent that both technical and descrip-
tive metadata can be found anywhere — it is just a matter of locating
the metadata and transforming it into a format meaningful to en-
dusers. Sometimes basic descriptive metadata is embedded within
digital objects and other times it might be used as part of the file
naming or directory structure. While the quality and richness of
the metadata supplied may vary, as long as it has been applied in a
somewhat consistent manner, it can be repurposed and enhanced in
order to create more complete metadata record.
The approach described in this paper and related approaches
may be useful in many settings. The key is to look holistically at a
collection of digital objects to see what kind of metadata is available
that can be transformed into something meaningful. While it would
be ideal to catalog each item individually, it is often neither practical
nor even possible due to time and funding constraints.
«The greatest danger to digital materials is that we forget the
meaning of them»(Lesk). Metadata is an important aspect of digital
preservation that helps ensure that we do not forget the meaning
of our digital objects. This goes beyond the technical and admin-
istrative metadata that is used by digital preservation software to
determine file formats and to ensure the integrity of digital objects
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and includes the need for descriptive metadata. No matter how well
the bits and bytes of a digital object are preserved, it is meaningless
if the object cannot be discovered and retrieved. Ultimately digital
preservation is for use and something that cannot be found cannot
be used. As Gilliland-Swetland so eloquently put it, «Metadata is
like interest — it accrues over time. To stretch the metaphor further,
wise investments generate the best return on intellectual capital.
Carefully designed metadata results in the best information manage-
ment in the short and long-term»(Gilliland-Swetland, p. 11). While
the size and scope of today’s digital collections make it nearly impos-
sible to have a cataloger or metadata librarian individual describe
each individual item, «[t]he cataloging community has traditionally
been a community of innovators»(Moulaison, “A New Cataloging
Curriculum in a Time of Innovation: Exploring a Modular Approach
to Online Delivery”). One way in which cataloging, metadata and
systems librarians can innovate is by adjusting their roles. In this
paper we describe one such way that this can be accomplished. By
bringing traditional cataloging skills together with technology, li-
brarians can provide enhanced access to digital objects that might
not otherwise be discoverable.
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